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Try out the following recipe in your community
when it’s eager to address a need that the private and
the public sectors can’t seem to manage.

. Ensure its

contents comprise one part social enterprise basics, one part

organizational readiness assessment, one part venture selection

criteria, and a dash or two of feasibility study and business planning

basics.

Announce the workshop and

invite to it a range of interested nonprofits and community interest

groups, your local economic development corporation, some

community leaders and, if available, some social enterprises from the

region.

Have the social enterprises talk about their

experiences. Highlight their successes, and identify their challenges.

Be positive as well as realistic.

In the absence of any local success in social enterprise or other

rising agent, sift in a heaping cup of inspiring experiences in other

regions. Fold in the idea that some of the best social enterprises

achieve success through collaboration: with other nonprofits, with

mainstream business, and with government.

with a few days free technical assistance, including

assistance with applications for grants and financing.

so pockets of cynicism aren’t

trapped inside. Be sure to salt it liberally with realism about the

difficulty of starting any new business. Encourage the representatives

of nonprofits to take what they have learned back to their organiza-

tions and use it with key staff, board, and broader community

stakeholders including local business, Chamber of Commerce, city

council, and other nonprofits.

Allow the mix to sit for several months so the

ingredients blend, ideas ferment, and inspiration rises. Conduct

follow-up calls to the organizations, or, if you are in the area, drop by

for coffee or a donut. Work through questions and concerns; spice up

the conversation with more recent developments in social enterprise.

Go back again to the community. At the invitation

of the local Community Futures office, repeat a smaller version of the

above recipe. Make sure to include in the mix additional board

members and lead staff from organizations who took part in the

previous steps.

Take one basic social enterprise workshop package

Empty package into community.

Fold in yeast.

Moisten

Knead your mixture thoroughly

Let stand.

Knead again.
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By Paul Cabaj

How to prepare a community for social enterprise

Now You’re Cookin’
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1 Develop your own package or download our convenient, premixed version
called at www.cedworks.com. Adapt it to taste.

(photo) Preparing bread at the Kootenay Bakery Café Co-operative, a worker
co-op that has been providing residents of Nelson, B.C. with organic baking
and refreshments since 2001. It was established to buy out a baker who
realized that his ambitious vision for an organic food business was beyond
his capacity as a sole proprietor. Photo courtesy of Kootenay Bakery Café
Co-operative.

Building Community Wealth
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Now that a critical mass of social

enterprise interest and knowledge has been achieved in the

community, sit back again and listen. Hear the excitement as

people realize they could achieve their social missions without

relying solely on the largess of grants and charity, or the vagaries

of government funding. Witness how nonprofits begin thinking

of themselves and their work differently, empowered by a sense of

belonging to a new movement. Listen to entrepreneurs speaking

in a new language, peppered with words and phrases like

“economies of scale,”“market segments,”“retained earnings,” and

“reinvestment.” Watch previously moribund boards, inspired by

social enterprise, take on new life and direction and savour the

wafting spirit of collaboration.

Let mixture stand again. Get yourself invited back to the

community again to work with this collaborative spirit. Repeat

the fundamentals of social enterprise development, then prime

their entrepreneurial pumps again with a few good examples,

including collaborative social enterprises such as the United

Community Services Cooperative (see sidebar, below). Ask

them,“Given your experience and assets, what businesses might

you take on as a group?”

This process, tapping

into a previously untouched source of entrepreneurial energy,

may generate a great many ideas, many of them possible, but few

of them feasible. You may find nonprofits that see opportunity in

everything from hotdog stands to car dealerships, from high-end

vacation resorts to, well….. let’s just say“extra-legal ideas,”

particularly in southern B.C.

This time slow them down. Conduct a reality check. Have

them think about criteria for selecting a suitable venture, for

example, their business experience, their risk capital, community

receptiveness, potential markets, etc. Work with them to select a

few ventures worthy of a thorough feasibility study.

There. Now you’re cookin’.

Knead a third time.

Warning: excessive rising may occur.
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PAUL CABAJ is the Business Development Co-ordinator for the Centre
for Community Enterprise and a member of the Canadian CED Network.
Contact Paul at paul.cabaj@gmail.com.
2 The checklists in chapters of are handy for
this. Find it in The CED Digital Bookshop at www.cedworks.com.
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Social Enterprise in Salmon Arm, B.C.

We adapted this simple recipe to the
community of Salmon Arm, B.C. with the
assistance of two social enterprises:

The Downtown Activity Centre of the
Salmon Arm Partners in Community
Leadership Association. The Centre is a
self-funded nonprofit that has leased a
former school to establish a community
centre for young people. A number of
local nonprofits rent space there for
social and recreational programs.
Sushwap Family Resources and Referral
Society. This organization, a former
leaseholder, has now bought its own
building with the help of a favourable
mortgage from the local credit union and
is leasing the additional space to area
businesses.
Both had taken part in one or more

Social Enterprise workshops in which we
discussed United Community Services
Cooperative (Vancouver, B.C.
www.ucsc.org), a shared-service co-
operative that provides a range of benefits

�

�

and discounts to over 100 member nonprofits
across B.C.

Building on this example, and goaded by
their own successes in social enterprise, the
two convened the “Introduction to Social
Enterprise” workshop with eight local
nonprofits. There we explored their capacities
for collective enterprise and identified a
number of social enterprises that could build
on these capacities. After straining their
initial ideas through a range of selection
criteria, two concepts showed real promise:

A bulk-buying venture and collaborative
management co-operative. After the
example of the United Community
Services Cooperative, it could combine the
current bank accounts of the nonprofits to
get better interest rates, negotiate
reduced insurance rates, or to purchase a
shared vehicle. One nonprofit has
acquired a printing press and could offer
its services at a discount to co-operative
members.

�

� Buying a new business. The afore-
mentioned printing press led to a
conversation about the possible sale of
an office supply store in the community.
Combined, the nonprofits purchase many
thousands of dollars in office supplies. If
consolidated, these purchases could form
the basis of a viable, community-owned
business and an alternative to the big
box stores in neighbouring towns. To
learn how they might go about doing
this, read the article “Get Ready for The
Big One” on p. 23 of this issue.
These concepts are still in the feasibility

study stage. Though not quite ready for the
“oven,” they exemplify the “wafting spirit of
collaboration” that turns social enterprise
from an isolated initiative into a broader,
deeper force for change.

For more information about these
collaborative efforts, contact Kim Sinclair
at kim@youthpartners.ca or call
250-832-0108.

Now that a critical mass of social enterprise
interest & knowledge has been achieved in the
community, sit back again & listen. Hear the
excitement as people realize they could achieve
their social missions without relying solely on the
largess of grants & charity, or the vagaries of
government funding.




